papermorphosis

®

tuning system
AEquilibrium in paper

customizing separately the elongation values of
CROSS DIRECTIONand MACHINE DIRECTION
concept
“TEA (work) = AVERAGE LOAD (force) x ELONGATION AT BREAK (distance)”
Inserting the relative values of the paper to be adjusted, ideal values for TEA and/or elongation can be tuned

basics: defining mechnamical properties of paper (average load MD and CD), over
Headbox, Furnish, Refining
®

novelty: with the papermorphosis -tuning system over a purely mechanical
in-line process for all types of fibers:
or

either

TEA (CD) = TEA (MD)

% CD elongation = % MD elongation
Both CD and MD elongations can be
adjusted independently one from the
other (6%, 8%, 10%, 12% 14% or
more) according to needs

Both CD and MD elongations can be
adjusted independently one from the other
for more balanced TEA values and better
response to mechanical stimuli

…or just an extra 2% or 3% or 4% CD-stretch (in absolute terms) can be added to what a paper already has...

TEA index CD (J/g)

papermorphosis

50% long / 50% short fibers

consists in 2 separate UNITS:
XXL-DEVICE for CD Stretch
XXBELT-DEVICE for MD Stretch
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One or both:
•to be installed in existing machinery
•to be excluded if not needed
•easy to set for required value
•offering a new way of inserting
additives into the web
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....and more balanced TEA in CD and MD .
50% long / 50% short fibers
®

L
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Trials on equal CD and MD elongation.....
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